In the problem of classifying curvilinear angles in the plane with respect to the group of conformai transformations, the simplest invariant (other than angular magnitude 6) which occurs is found in the case of a horn angle of first order contact (formula (1)). This is a differential invariant of third order, since it involves third derivatives of the two curves composing the angle. There are no invariants of fourth order (nor of any even order), but there are known to be just two of fifth order, arising in the cases of the horn angle of second order contact and the general right angle, respectively.f The main object of this paper is to determine the two invariants of fifth order explicitly. The results appear in formulas (15) and (23) below.Î It is shown elsewhere § how the latter of these expressions can be derived from the former through conformai symmetry. As a corollary we obtain in §3 the invariant of lowest order of a single curve under the inversion group, first found by G. W. Mullins. Generalizations to the case of angles drawn on a curved surface have been given by G. Comenetz.|| I wish to acknowledge the valuable assistance of Miss A. Vassell and J. De Cicco in calculating the invariants, and of G. Comenetz in connection with §3 and the use of oriented curves.
[July quantities for the second side of the angle. The conformai invariants of curvilinear angles given below are all stated in terms of the metric invariants 7i, 72, • • ' , 7i ,72 • A curvilinear angle is called a horn angle if the two curves coincide in direction at the vertex, and is described as being of Mh order contact (k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) if the order of contact of the curves at the point of tangency is exactly k. A horn angle of &th order contact is called an Hk+i. The conformai invariant of an ¿72, as the author has shown, is given by* yí ~ 7i
(1) /l2 = (72 -7i)2
To derive the analogous invariant for an H3 we proceed as follows.
Suppose that an H3 lying in the (x, y) -plane is transformed conformally into an H3 lying in the (X, Y) -plane. We may assume that the coordinates are so chosen in each plane that the vertex of the angle is the origin and the initial tangent direction is that of the positive axis of abscissas. Then in the (x, y)-plane the first side of the angle is given by Here a2 = a2 and a3^ai, because the contact is of second order (exactly). In the (X, F)-plane the first and second sides of the transformed angle are given respectively by where the coefficients c" are complex (cn = a"+ißn), and cx is not zero. As the initial direction of the positive axis of abscissas remains fixed, Ci is necessarily real and positive; Ci = ai>0. To simplify the calculations we shall as-* See Cambridge paper, and papers by Kasner and Comenetz, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences and the American Mathematical Monthly, 1936 Monthly, -1938 sume at first that Ci = 1, so that instead of (4) we have (4') w = z + c2z2 + CiZ3 + ■ • ■ .
It will be easy to allow for the more general transformation (4) later. Separating (4') into real and imaginary parts, we obtain the equations of the transformation in the real form
Substituting (5) into (3) and eliminating y by means of (2), we derive an identity in x. If we equate the coefficients of x2, ■ ■ ■ , x5, respectively, and solve for A2, ■ ■ ■ , A*,, after some computation we find the following relations : In order to find invariants we must eliminate the coefficients a", ßn of the transformation.
To eliminate /35 we subtract (64) from (64), recalling that a2 = a2 . The result is
where AA,=Aj -Aj, Aaj = a¡ -a,-(J = 3, 4, 5). Similarly we eliminate j34 and ßi by forming the differences
A^3 = Aa3.
Finally a2 and ß2 are eliminated by substituting from (61) and (8) into (7). Rearranging and using (9), we find that
Equations (9) and (10) exhibit two quantities which are invariant under the special transformation (4'). If we follow (4') by a magnification (11) w = aiz, «i > 0, the resultant is a general conformai transformation of the type (4). It is easy to see that the effect of (11) on a curve (2) is to divide the coefficient an by ain_1. Consequently (9) and (10) still hold under the general transformation (4) provided we insert the factors 1/ai2 and l/«i6 in the right members of (9) and (10), respectively.
The coefficients of the curve (2) are expressed in terms of the curvature and its arc-length derivatives at the origin by the standard formulas (120 2a2 = 7i,
Using these formulas and the similar ones for the curve (2'), we find that the right members of (9) and (10) can be written, except for numerical factors, as
respectively, where 7=71 = 72. Now the Jacobian at O of the transformation (4) is ai2. Consequently we can state this theorem :
Theorem I. The quantities (13) and (14) are relative invariants of a horn angle of second order contact under conformai transformation.
They are of index 1 and 3 respectively.
In particular the sign of (13) and the sign of y2 -7/ are invariants of a horn angle of second order contact under conformai transformation. Conversely, if two such angles agree in the value of (15) and the sign of (13) they can be made to coincide by a conformai transformation (at least to any finite order of contact).* * A similar theorem holds for an H2, the value of (1) and the sign of 72-71 being the corresponding invariants.
The first statement follows from Theorem I. For the proof of the second (converse) statement we refer to the Cambridge paper, where the method of conformai symmetry is applied.
2. General curvilinear right angle. A curvilinear right angle is said to be a "general" right angle provided y2 +yl ¿¿0* Let the first side of the angle be given by (2), and the second side by Again we begin with a transformation of the special type (4'). In deducing the equations analogous to (6i) - (64) for the second side of the angle, we can avoid a new calculation if we observe that (4') can be written as 1 1
This shows that if we interchange X and Y, x and y, A and B, and a and b, and furthermore replace a2, ß2, ct3, ft, a4, ft, a6, ft, by -ß2, -a2, -a3, ß3, ßi, olí, a6, -ft, respectively, then the calculation that was made for (6i) -(64) will turn into the calculation which we now require. Consequently to obtain the new relations we need only make the above interchanges and replacements in equations (6i) -(64). The result is + (2ft -6fta3 -12a2ft + 24a22ft -4ft3) b2 -ft + 4fta4 + 2a2ft + 3«3ft -12a2fta3 + 9ft2ft -14a2ft3.
Toeliminate ftweadd (64) and (184). Then we subtract 2.4 2^4 + 25^4 from the sum to eliminate a4 and ft. Next the subtraction of 3(vl22 +P22) (^3+^3)/2 * An equivalent definition is that the curve obtained on reflecting the first side of the angle in the second side (by conformai symmetry or Schwarzian reflection) and then reversing orientation, forms an Hz with the first side. removes ß3. Finally we add -5(^22 -P22)(^3-P3)/2+2P2^23 +2^2P23. In this manner we obtain two expressions which are invariant under the special transformation (4'), namely, In introducing curvatures for the vertical curve (16) we must be careful to note that the proper formulas are the negatives of (12i) - (124) ;thus 2b2 = -y2, 6b3= -yl, and so on. Substituting in (19) and (20) we find (21) 7/ + 7i' ,
Theorem III. The quantities (21) and (22) are relative conformai invariants of any curvilinear right angle. They are of index 1 and 2, respectively.
Theorem IV. The quantity
and the sign of y2 +y( are conformai invariants of a general right angle. Conversely, if two such angles agree in the value of (23) and the sign of (21), they can be made to coincide by a conformai transformation (at least to any finite order of contact).*
The proof of the converse portion of the theorem is given in the Cambridge paper. (1) and (15) into the invariants of (curvilinear) straight angles of first and second order contact respectively.
All the invariants mentioned in this paper apply also to angles whose sides merely possess fifth derivatives (for (1), third derivatives) at the vertex. This follows from the fact that such an angle can be approximated to fifth (or third) order by an analytic angle, and the fact that a conformai transformation preserves contact. The converses in Theorems II and IV are true only for analytic angles, however.
since the latter is a subgroup of the former.
Consider the horn angle of second order contact formed by a curve and its osculating circle. The value of the invariant (15) in this case is evidently -47,7"' + 57"2 + 47V2 y'3 where y, y', ■ ■ ■ represent curvature and its arc-length derivatives for the given curve. Now inversion preserves the circle of curvature. Consequently (24) is an invariant of a single curve under the inversion group. This was first proved by G. W. Mullins, who showed that (24) is in fact the inversive invariant of lowest order and gave all the higher invariants.* The question may be raised, for what curves does the value of (1) as formed for the horn angle of first order contact between the curve and its tangent line, remain constant along the curve? (These horn angles at any two points of the curve would then be conformally equivalent, at least to any finite order of contact.) The condition is -t'/72 = const., or dp/ds = const. This is the intrinsic equation of the logarithmic spirals.
The analogous question for the horn angle of second order contact between a curve and its osculating circle can be solved by using a theorem of Mullins. In that case the curves are the logarithmic double spirals, which may be defined as the transforms by inversion of logarithmic spirals, f Trihornometry for general horn angles of second order contact will be discussed in later papers. For each order a new type of Finsler space must be introduced. The total geometry is non-archimedian. 
